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“Tone Cluster - quite a queer choir” comes from Ottawa, Canada’s capital. Founded 18 
years ago, in 1994, as a gay madrigal group, this vibrant and eclectic ensemble is very 

involved in Ottawa’s arts scene. Socially, it supports Ottawa’s GLBT community, promotes 
equality, helps organizations concerned with HIV/AIDS, and has been very involved in the 
campaigns to legalize equal marriage in Canada. With “In Harmony a Women’s Chorus” 

and the “Ottawa Gay Men’s Chorus”, Tone Cluster is the Host Choir of the Canadian Unison 
GLBT Choral Festival in Ottawa, May 17-19, 2014. Mark your calendars. Returning for its 

second GALA Choruses Festival, Tone Cluster presents a fully Canadian program by queer 
composers or arrangers and will perform tonight in the “Songs of the Soul” blockbuster 
concert. This performance is dedicated to the memory of Jamie Hubley, one of the too 

many victims of bullying in schools.

Yanaway Heyona 
Music and lyrics, traditional Iroquois 
Arranged by Brian Tate
A calling song from the Iroquois people of the six 
nations that is sung as a lullaby because of its 
mesmerizing nature. The words are used for sound 
properties only.
Hal Leonard 08301903 (2:30)  

Un Canadien Errant 
Music and lyrics, traditional Québecois folk song 
Arranged by Mark G. Sirett
This sentimental and expressive song dates from 
shortly after the unsuccessful rebellions in Upper 
and Lower Canada in 1837. A rebel who has been 
banished from his homeland for treason speaks 
longingly of Canada
McGroarty Music 04/20MMP28 (5:15)

Yes
Music by David L. McIntyre, lyrics by Elizabeth Philips
An original composition commissioned by Tone 
Cluster, this piece had its world premiere 6 weeks 
ago in Ottawa, along with “Green”, by the same 
author and composer. Elizabeth Philips is a 
Saskatchewan-based lesbian author, winner of 
several poetry awards. From “A Blue with Blood in 
it” (2000)
Manuscript (7:30) 
 

Green 
Music by David L. McIntyre, lyrics by Elizabeth Philips
An original composition commissioned by Tone Cluster, this 
piece had its world premiere 6 weeks ago in Ottawa, along 
with “Yes”, by the same author and composer. Elizabeth 
Philips is a Saskatchewan-based lesbian author, winner of 
several poetry awards. The title of the original poem is “New 
Leaves”, from “A Blue with Blood in it” (2000) - Coteau Books
Manuscript (5:15) 

Gate Gate - a setting of a buddhist mantra 
Music and lyrics by Brian Tate
“Gate” means “gone” - from suffering to liberation, from 
forgetfulness to mindfulness, from duality to non-duality. 
“Paragate” means “gone all the way to the other side”. 
“Parasamgate” means that everyone, as a community, is gone 
to the other shore. “Bodhi” is light inside, and awakening. 
“Svaha” is a cry of joy like “Halleluia”.
Earthsongs 5801410 (4:00) 
 

We Rise Again 
Music and lyrics by Leon Dubinsky
Arranged by Stephen Smith
The theme of this song, composed by Leon Dubinsky, a poet 
and songwriter from Cape Breton Island in Nova Scotia, is 
renewal of life as a means to understand life through the 
passage of generations
Cypress CP1144 (3:10) 
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